Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Rachel Claus
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Dean Bell
Los Gatos, CA 95032
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Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Faisal Memon and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge
you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Faisal Memon
San Francisco, CA 94116
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Robert Eberhart
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Susan Burk
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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From:
Sent:
To:
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Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Maura McGinnity and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge
you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Maura McGinnity
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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From:
Sent:
To:
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Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Noureddine Talbi and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge
you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Noureddine Talbi
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Greenan
Palo Alto, CA 94305
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Greenan
Palo Alto, CA 94305
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Sharon Wong
Redwood City, CA 94063
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To:
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[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Noureddine Talbi
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Noureddine Talbi
Palo Alto, CA 94303
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Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:34 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Glen Simmons
Pleasanton, CA 94588
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Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:39 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Darshak Shah and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you
to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible
Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Darshak Shah
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
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Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:40 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Madeline Stein and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge
you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Madeline Stein
Atherton, CA 94027
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Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:39 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Tony Heinz
Redwood City, CA 94062
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To:
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Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:39 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Tony Heinz
Redwood City, CA 94062
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Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:36 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Anna Pacheco and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge
you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Anna Pacheco
West Menlo Park, CA 94025
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Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Amy Ingram
Los Altos, CA 94024
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Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:33 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Shalmali Barve and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge
you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Shalmali Barve
Santa Clara, CA 95051
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Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:33 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Deanna andrade
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To:
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Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Ipshita Sengupta
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To:
Cc:
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Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:13 PM
Wasserman, Mike; Chavez, Cindy; Cortese, Dave; Ellenberg, Supervisor; Supervisor Simitian
Doyle, Peggy; Gallegos, Sylvia; Smith, Jeff; CommunityRelations@stanford.edu
[EXTERNAL]

President Joe Simitian
Members of the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
70 W. Hedding Street
San Jose, CA 95110

Dear President Simitian and Members of the County Board of Supervisors,

I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach
consensus with the university on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible
Conditions of Approval.

Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing
world-class health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on-campus amenities and working in the
community to support local residents. This past week's community celebrations for the opening of the New
Stanford Hospital were a perfect example of how Stanford is partnering with our community.

As a Menlo Park resident, our family greatly benefits from being so close to the Stanford Campus. The sporting
events, continuing education opportunities, the open land for hiking, the museums, the music programs, and
programs at Memorial Church.

As you are well aware, housing and traffic congestion are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s
proposal makes meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's Development
Agreement proposal to deliver enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic
development and front-load the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing units demonstrates extraordinary
leadership by a large employer in our community. In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its
1

sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in local transportation improvements. And in keeping
with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for Palo Alto schools.

For Stanford to provide front-loaded community benefits and thousands of units of housing, the university must
be confident that it will be able to complete its academic facilities over time and the rules governing future
academic campus development will not be changed midway through implementation of a new General Use
Permit. Development Agreements are a common tool for land use applicants and jurisdictions to resolve
conflicts by working collaboratively to address the interests of all stakeholders. Therefore, I ask that the County
engage in constructive Development Agreement discussions with Stanford to provide benefits that address the
interests of the community, while providing Stanford the necessary predictability to fulfill its academic mission.

I also urge the Board of Supervisors to approve reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval for the General
Use Permit that will allow Stanford to build new on-campus housing and academic facilities. It is to all of our
benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and research and the addition of muchneeded housing. The Board should work with Stanford to make sure that each of the conditions is clear and sets
an objective, reasonable standard for compliance.

I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development
Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County, and Stanford.

Sincerely,
Maggie Pringle
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:57 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Robin McClish and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge
you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Robin McClish
Palo Alto, CA 94305
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:58 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is OSAMA EL‐GABALAWY and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I
urge you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
OSAMA EL‐GABALAWY
Palo Alto, CA 94305
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:51 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Denys Roberts
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:49 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Joyce Churchill
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:43 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Rose Villanea and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you
to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible
Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Rose Villanea
San Mateo, CA 94403
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:41 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Joan Passarelli and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge
you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Joan Passarelli
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 4:00 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Art McClish
West Menlo Park, CA 94025
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 4:16 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Martinelli
Soquel, CA 95073
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 4:15 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Alison Barta
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 4:02 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Mauricio Valencia
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:42 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Scott eschelman
Redwood City, CA 94062
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Tuesday, September 17, 2019 2:38 PM
Wasserman, Mike; Chavez, Cindy; Cortese, Dave; Ellenberg, Supervisor; Supervisor Simitian
Doyle, Peggy; Gallegos, Sylvia; Smith, Jeff; CommunityRelations@stanford.edu
[EXTERNAL] Stanford GUP

September 17, 2019

President Joe Simitian
Members of the Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors
70 W. Hedding Street
San Jose, CA 95110

Dear Supervisor Chavez, Cortese, Ellenberg, Simitian, and Wasserman,

I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit and request that you
reach consensus with the university on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval.

As a longtime member of the Santa Clara County community, I have seen the evolution of the
discussions regarding the GUP over the years and ask that you please step forward to be constructive
and supportive of a solution that does not try to take advantage of Stanford whose contributions to our
County are remarkable.

Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. Our family is cared for by Stanford
hospital and physicians. We spend our weekends enjoying the arts, the sports and the beautiful outdoors
provided by the University. We remain in the area due to the vibrant academic and intellectual
environment that the University creates.

We are very concerned about traffic and congestion in the area. But having attended meetings with
various constituencies, we think that Stanford is doing a great deal to help address these pressing
issues. In fact, we would observe that they are going well beyond many of the city and corporate
contributions and mitigations toward the traffic issues. The university's Development Agreement
proposal to deliver enough new housing to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development
1

and front-load the delivery of 575 affordable workforce housing units demonstrates extraordinary
leadership by a large employer in our community. In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly
expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 billion in local transportation improvements.

And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138 million in support for
Palo Alto schools. My wife and I find this truly remarkable.

For Stanford to provide front-loaded community benefits and thousands of units of housing, the
university must be confident that it will be able to complete its academic facilities over time and the
rules governing future academic campus development will not be changed midway through
implementation of a new General Use Permit. A Development Agreement also makes sense because it
enables everyone involved to resolve conflicts, and instead work together to make a positive impact.
Therefore, I ask that the County engage in collaborative Development Agreement discussions with the
university to provide benefits that address the interests of the community, while providing Stanford the
necessary predictability to fulfill its academic mission.

I also urge the Board of Supervisors to approve reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval for the
General Use Permit that will allow Stanford to build new on-campus housing and academic facilities. It
is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on-campus development support teaching and research and
the addition of much-needed housing. Stanford can’t be expected to provide thousands of units of new
housing and at the same time prevent residents from driving. Families living in the new housing will
need to run errands, visit friends and family, take kids to practices and play dates, and do all of the other
things that members of our community do. The local housing is likely to greatly reduce the commute
traffic however and that seems key.

Rather than imposing new traffic standards that will prevent Stanford from building academic facilities
and housing, I ask that the Board of Supervisors return to the traffic mitigation measures identified in the
County’s December 2018 Final EIR. The EIR’s mitigation measures will address traffic that has the
greatest effect on our community - during peak hours in the peak direction, without shutting down
academic and housing development. I also ask that the Board of Supervisors work with Stanford to
make sure that each of the conditions is clear and sets an objective, reasonable standard for compliance.

I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County, and Stanford.

Sincerely,

2

Jeffrey Bird
Bluebird Ventures
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:44 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Christopher Cosner
Mountain View, CA 94040
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:50 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Joyce Churchill
Palo Alto, CA 94301
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:54 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Jamie scalero
San Jose, CA 95136
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:57 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Caroline Song and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge
you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Caroline Song
Palo Alto, CA 94305
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:39 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Isaac Stein and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you to
reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible
Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Isaac Stein
Atherton, CA 94027
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:26 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Benjamin Horn
Saratoga, CA 95070
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:31 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Jeremy Smith and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you
to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible
Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Jeremy Smith
Redwood City, CA 94062
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:33 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Rosenna Yau
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:33 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Huaxiao Yang and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I urge you
to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible
Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Huaxiao Yang
West Menlo Park, CA 94025
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Purpura, Tina
From:
To:
Subject:

September 18, 2019 3:34 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Sharing My Support for Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community. I am writing to express my support for the university's
proposed General Use Permit and request that you reach consensus with the university now on a related Development
Agreement and a set of reasonable and feasible Conditions of Approval.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal makes
meaningful contributions to help address these pressing issues. The university's proposal delivers enough new housing
to fully satisfy housing demand from its academic development and front‐loads the delivery of 575 affordable workforce
housing units. This demonstrates extraordinary leadership by a large employer in our community.
In addition, Stanford is proposing to significantly expand its sustainable commute programs and invest $30 million in
local transportation improvements. And in keeping with its academic mission, the university has also offered $138
million in support for Palo Alto schools.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
It is to all of our benefit if the rules governing on‐campus development support teaching and research and the addition
of much‐needed housing. I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and
Development Agreement that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Daniel Kanef
West Menlo Park, CA 94025
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Purpura, Tina
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wednesday, September 18, 2019 3:38 PM
Doyle, Peggy
[EXTERNAL] Reach Agreement with Stanford

Dear Deputy Clerk Peggy Doyle,
My name is Jonathan Candelaria and I am writing to express my support for Stanford’s proposed General Use Permit. I
urge you to reach consensus with the university now on a related Development Agreement and a set of reasonable and
feasible Conditions of Approval that will deliver benefits to the community and allow Stanford to further its academic
mission.
Stanford plays an important role in the life of our community by advancing teaching and research, providing world‐class
health care, inviting its neighbors to enjoy many on‐campus amenities and working in the community to support local
residents.
Housing and traffic are critical challenges in our region, and Stanford is stepping up to help address these pressing
issues. Stanford’s Development Agreement proposal will provide historic measures to more than meet its obligations in
the community—building housing now and fully meeting future workforce housing demand; investing more in
transportation programs that encourage sustainable commuting; and providing upfront and ongoing support to the Palo
Alto Unified School District.
I encourage you to work collaboratively with the university to create a long‐term land use plan that allows Stanford to
continue its mission of taking the world’s most pressing challenges and developing innovative solutions to benefit both
our community and the world.
I hope you will support Stanford’s future land use plans and approve a General Use Permit and Development Agreement
that meet the needs of the community, the County and Stanford.
Sincerely,
Jonathan Candelaria
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
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